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Abstract
The role of grounding systems in the electrical power systems is very importance  especially for safety  the personal who operate 
and maintenance the electrical power systems, the data , instrumentation and equipment of the electrical power systems,  if  this 
systems in the mal funtion condition. The characteristics of grounding impedance specially for grid configuration is very 
fluxtuative to the frequency of injected current, like the lightning current which have the multile frequency.  This impedance can 
be a inductive , capacitive or  resistive, it’s depend on the frequency. During short time of the disturbancies of the power system  
the frequency  will be fluxtuation so the grounding impedance will be fluxtruated  too.In this paper , the grid configuration of 
grounding systems with 4 square grid and injected by the sinusoidal cureent with variable frequency from 0 Hz untill 13 MHz. 
The result of this experiment is the grounding impedance of grid configuration  is very corelated to the injection frequency.
© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
Selection and peer-review under responsibility of the Faculty of Information Science & Technology, Universiti Kebangsaan 
Malaysia.
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1. Introduction
The sensitivity and selectivity in the protection of electrical power systems depends on the value of the 
disturbance current and the fluctuate condition of grounding systems. The lightning current is very high current and 
the frequency is variable from low until high frequency. If the lightning current flows to the grounding systems so 
Ground Potential Rise (GPR) will be fluctuated according to the frequency of the lightning current at this moment.  
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A good information of the fluctuate of the impedance of grounding systems and the frequency condition during 
disturbance so can be predicted the characteristics of disturbance current that can make a good protection of power 
systems. 
The measuring method of the grounding impedance is “fall of potential “  with 3 point of measuring rod , (grounding 
rod, current rod and potential rod) .  With to inject the variable current in to grounding rod (grid configuration) so the 
potential on the gorund surface will be rise, and can be measured as the potential drop of the ground surface. The 
impedance value of grounding systems at this point is equal to the potential value is divided by the current value, and 
the true value if the distance between Grounding Rod (G) to Potential Rod (P) = GP is divided by the distance 
between Grounding Rod (G) to Current  Rod (C) = GC is equal 62 %.
Z = V / I ..................................................( 1 )
GP / GC = 62 % ......................................( 2 )
2. Grid configuration of grounding system
The value of grounding systems is depend on : :
x Resistivityy of soil
x Homogenity of soil
x Ground rods dementions and configuration of grounding systemns. 
x The depth of grounding systems 
x Water content and Chemical content of soil.
The soil resistivity
Table 1. The soil resistivity for many soil
Soil 
Value 
Resistifitas Range Resistivitas
ȍP ȍP
Sea water 2 0.1 s/d 10
Clay 40 8 s/d 70
Ground well
50 10 s/d 150
and spring water
Mix Clay and 
Sand 100 4 s/d 300
Stone 120 10 s/d 100
Lake 250 100 s/d 400
Sand 2000 200 s/d 3000
The grid configuration of grounding systems can be built by burried the ground rods conductors with the grid 
configuration abaout 0.5 – 1,0 m depth that can be seen at Fig. 1 below .
LD
R
UU  
2
with :
R = Grounding Resistance ȍ
U = Soil Resistivityu ȍPHWHU
D = The total length of grounding conductror (meter)
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L = The distance between 2 paralel electrode (meter) with assumtion h << D
h
D
D
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L
Fig. 1.  Grid Configuration
Soil Resistivity
The soil resitivity is measured and calculated by the experiment with the the vertical rod conductor and tesed by 
direct current (DC)  
The result of this experiment is :
Vdc = 0,4 Volt    ;     Idc    = 0,01 Amp
Ohm
I
V
RR
dc
dc
dc 4001,0
4,0     
Formulation for vertical rod conductor  [2] :
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where :
R = Resistance of vertical rod conductor (Ohm)
U = Soil resistivity (Ohm.meter)
l = Length of vertical rod in the soikl (meter)
a = Radius of conductor (meter) 
Po = permeability (H/m) = 4S.10-7
3. The resistance grounding of grid configuration
Resistance, Inductance and Capacitance of Grid Configuration of Grounding Rod are [1,9] :
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The measuring method is fall of potential method with 3 point rods can be seen to Fig. 2 below.
Fig. 2. Fall of Potential Measuring Systems.
From Fig. 2 above can be seen that the the ground rod (G) will measure the grounding impedance , the potential 
electrode for measuring the voltage dropp between  groung rod and potential rod (P) and the current rod that for 
injecting the current to the earth through the grounding rod (C). The best measurement is if the  distance GP is 
divided by the distance GC is equal to 62 %. All the value of the measurement iare detected and save in the 
osciloscope. 
The grounding impedance is :
Where :
Z  = The Grounding Impedancece (Ohm)
V = Voltage dropp at ground surface (Volt)
I = Injected current inb to ground rod (Ampere)
= 0,01 ampere
The equipments are used in this experiments are :
1. Grounding electrode is the conductor for grounding rod with 10 mm diameter and the square grid 5 m x 2,5 m 
for each square..
2. Frequency Generator  is the sinusoidal frequency generator with rage frequency 0 Hz-13 MHz  and  0,01 A
injected current
3. Digital Osciloscope
Soil
Current rodGrounding rod
Potential rod
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4. Experiment Results
The experiment results can be seen at Table 2 and Fig. 3.
Table   2. grid 4 squares (5 meter × 2,5meter)
G-P = 9 meter dan G-C = 15 meter
f
Log 
f Z ĳ
Z cos 
ĳ
Z sin 
ĳ
(Hz) ȍ (º) ȍ ȍ
1 0.00 5.2 0.0 5.20 0.0
50 1.70 4.4 -3.6 4.39 -0.3
1 K 3.00 4.0 -14.4 3.87 -1
5 K 3.70 4.4 3.6 4.39 0.3
10 K 4.00 4.4 -21.6 4.09 -1.6
50 K 4.70 6.4 -39.6 4.93 -4.1
100 K 5.00 10.0 -64.8 4.26 -9.1
200 K 5.30 20.4 -72.0 6.30 -19.4
500 K 5.70 41.6 -36.0 33.66 -24.5
1 M 6.00 16.8 -25.2 15.20 -7.2
2 M 6.30 140.0 -90.7 -1.76 -140
5 M 6.70 120.0 39.6 92.46 76.5
6 M 6.78 96.0 50.4 61.19 74
7 M 6.85 56.0 56.5 30.89 46.7
8 M 6.90 28.0 30.2 24.19 14.1
9 M 6.95 24.0 -11.5 23.52 -4.8
10 M 7.00 44.0 -50.4 28.05 -33.9
13 M 7.11 150.0 25.6 135.32 64.7
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Fig. 3. Grid Cofiguration 4 squares (5 meter × 2,5 meter) Z Vs log f : G-P = 9 m ; G-C = 15 m
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Fig. 4. Grid Cofiguration 4 squares (5 meter × 2,5 meter) ĳWVs log f : G-P = 9 m ; G-C = 15 m
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Fig. 5.Grid Cofiguration 4 squares (5 meter × 2,5 meter) =FRVĳORJI*-P = 9 m ; G-C = 15 m
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Fig. 6. Grid Cofiguration 4 squares PHWHUîPHWHU=VLQĳ Vs log f : G-P = 9 m ; G-C = 15 m
5. Conclusions
The grounding impedance of grid configuration have the characteristics that the value of grounding impedance 
will be grow up with the increasing the injected current frequency. The Impedance is very fluctuate to frequency, 
and very difficult to predict before. The grounding impedance of grid configuration can become resistive, inductive 
or capacitive and that is depending on the frequency.
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